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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Loss of hemodynamic reserve in intracranial cerebrovascular disease reduces blood oxygenation level–
dependent activation by fMRI and increases asymmetry in MTT measured by provocative DSC perfusion MR imaging before and after
vasodilation with intravenous acetazolamide. The concordance for detecting hemodynamic reserve integrity has been compared.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients (n � 40) with intracranial cerebrovascular disease and technically adequate DSA, fMRI and provocative
DSC perfusion studies were retrospectively grouped into single vessels proximal to and distal from the circle of Willis, multiple vessels, and
Moyamoya disease. The vascular territories were classified as having compromised hemodynamic reserve if the expected fMRI blood oxygen-
ation level–dependent activation was absent or if MTT showed increased asymmetry following vasodilation. Concordance was examined in
compromised and uncompromised vascular territories of each group with the Fischer exact test and proportions of agreement.

RESULTS: Extensive leptomeningeal collateral circulation was present in all cases. Decreased concordance between the methods was
found in vascular territories with stenosis distal to but not proximal to the circle of Willis. Multivessel and Moyamoya diseases also showed
low concordance. A model of multiple temporally displaced arterial inputs from leptomeningeal collateral flow demonstrated that the
resultant lengthening MTT mimicked compromised hemodynamic reserve despite being sufficient to support blood oxygenation level–
dependent contrast.

CONCLUSIONS: Decreased concordance between the 2 methods for assessment of hemodynamic reserve for vascular disease distal to
the circle of Willis is posited to be due to well-developed leptomeningeal collateral circulation providing multiple temporally displaced
arterial input functions that bias the perfusion analysis toward hemodynamic reserve compromise while blood oxygenation level–
dependent activation remains detectable.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACA � anterior cerebral artery; AIF � arterial input function; BOLD � blood oxygenation level– dependent; CVD � cerebrovascular disease;
HR � hemodynamic reserve; LCC � leptomeningeal collateral circulation; MMD � Moyamoya disease; MVD � multivessel disease; PCA � posterior cerebral artery;
poa � proportions of agreement; sMCA � superior division of middle cerebral artery; SVDd � single-vessel disease distal to the circle of Willis; SVDp � single-vessel
disease proximal to the circle of Willis

Clinical management of patients with chronic cerebrovascular

disease (CVD) includes risk assessment for future stroke.

Loss of hemodynamic reserve (HR) is one indicator of increased

risk, supporting more aggressive medical treatment and perhaps

neurosurgical or neurovascular interventions.1-4 HR is assessed

with many imaging modalities by the patterns of perfusion redis-

tribution after vasodilation. While a perfusion study may or may

not show asymmetry in baseline perfusion, vasodilation induced

with acetazolamide may unmask perfusion asymmetries indica-

tive of loss of HR.2

Blood oxygenation level– dependent (BOLD) contrast in fMRI

arises from the increased local signal intensity from increased re-

gional blood flow that occurs when neurons perform work.5 The

role of fMRI for the evaluation of CVD has been reviewed.6 Be-

cause BOLD contrast requires an intact HR, a paradigm that in-

terrogates cortical areas in all vascular territories simultaneously

can be used to detect regional HR in each vascular territory.

We have assessed the concordance between BOLD fMRI and
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provocative DSC perfusion MR imaging for assessing HR in a

cohort of patients with CVD. A model of the multiple temporally

displaced arterial input functions (AIFs) from well-developed

leptomeningeal collateral circulation in chronic CVD is posited to

explain the observed low concordance between these methods for

detecting compromised HR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Population
This institutional review board–approved retrospective study

comprised patients (n � 40; mean age, 48 � 17 years; 24 women

and 16 men) who underwent extensive evaluation for atheroscle-

rotic CVD or Moyamoya disease, including DSA, MR imaging

using DSC perfusion before and after vasodilation with acetazol-

amide, and fMRI with a customized HR assessment paradigm.

Symptoms included �1 instance of weakness (n � 23), parethesia

(n � 11), difficulty speaking (n � 10), atypical headache (n � 7),

dizziness (n � 4), visual disturbance (n � 3), and cognitive com-

promise (n � 2). Multiple risk factors for vascular disease were

present in most subjects, including hypertension (n � 26), hyper-

lipidemia (n � 19), diabetes mellitus (n � 10), and smoking (n �

23). Patients were selected from �300 cases reviewed in weekly

clinical case review conferences attended by treating physicians

across a 6-year period (June 2006 to June 2012). Although all

patients were diagnosed as having CVD of varying severity, the

cohort was selected with technically sound DSA, fMRI, and per-

fusion studies. Specifically, absence of head motion (�1-mm

translational head motion in 3 orthogonal directions) was stipu-

lated for all functional and perfusion studies. Only the first tech-

nically adequate examination was used for patients with multiple

studies.

Four groups were formed on the basis of CVD distribution:

single-vessel disease distal to the circle of Willis (SVDd, n � 7;

56 � 12 years of age; 2 women and 5 men, including 2 bypasses);

single-vessel disease proximal to the circle of Willis with an intact

posterior communicating artery ipsilateral to the stenotic internal

carotid artery (SVDp, n � 9; 53 � 16 years of age; 4 women and 5

men, including 1 bypass); multivessel intracranial disease not in-

cluding Moyamoya disease (MVD, n � 10; 53 � 15 years of age; 8

women and 2 men, including 3 bypasses); and Moyamoya disease

(MMD) (n � 14; 38 � 16 years of age; 10 women and 4 men,

including 3 bypasses). Bypass grafts used anastomoses of the distal

superficial temporal artery to the distal middle cerebral artery.

Anatomic MR Imaging
All MR imaging was performed at 3T (Signa; GE Healthcare, Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin) using routine axial high-resolution T2-

weighted FLAIR and gradient-echo imaging and 3D T1-weighted

imaging before and after intravenous gadolinium contrast en-

hancement to exclude vascular territories with hemorrhage or

encephalomalacic changes from previous infarctions. Acute

stroke was excluded by diffusion-weighted imaging.

Functional MR Imaging
Whole-brain fMRI studies were performed using a published im-

aging protocol and customized paradigm performed in dupli-

cate.7 The HR assessment paradigm was a 2-condition block de-

sign paradigm (30 seconds, 12 volumes/condition, 4.5 cycle). The

active condition was hand clasping paced (0.3 Hz) by simultane-

ous binaural commands (open, close) and central visual com-

mands (OPEN, CLOSE) with peripheral flashing checkerboards

(black and white, alternating checkerboard, 10 Hz). The fixation

condition was a static central white cross on a black background.

Patients were trained with this paradigm immediately before the

examination. Head alignment and eye movement were moni-

tored during imaging.

BOLD activation was detected with a voxelwise 2-tailed t test

as the difference in image signal intensities between the 2 condi-

tions averaged across the 4 cycles at multiple t thresholds with and

without a small Gaussian filter (full width at half maximum � 3

mm). The threshold value (t value � 3.0) was empirically selected

to show �5% active voxels outside the gray matter. BOLD activa-

tion was superimposed over coregistered high-resolution T1-

weighted anatomic images for localization of activation in each

vascular territory.

The expected activation areas were the supplementary motor

areas supplied by the anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs) along the

medial frontal lobes; primary sensorimotor areas supplied by the

superior middle cerebral artery (sMCA) along the pre- and post-

central gyri; the primary auditory cortex supplied by the inferior

MCA along the superior temporal gyri; and the primary and as-

sociative visual cortices supplied by the posterior cerebral artery

(PCA) along the calcarine fissures of the occipital lobes. Each

territory was labeled in a binary fashion as positive or negative for

BOLD contrast without regard for asymmetry in activation at the

common threshold, indicating intact (�BOLD) or deficient

(�BOLD) HR, respectively.

DSC Perfusion MR Imaging
The DSC perfusion imaging was performed at 3T using the pre-

viously published DSC perfusion protocol7 with a standard body

weight– based dose (0.1 mmol/kg) of intravenous gadolinium-

based contrast (Omniscan; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, New Jer-

sey) followed by a saline flush (20 mL) delivered by a mechanical

injector (5 mL/s, delay 10 seconds, 20-ga access; Medrad, Indi-

anola, Pennsylvania) through a large vein in the anticubital fossa

of either arm.7 After an initial perfusion study (pre-acetazol-

amide), vasodilation was induced using intravenous adminis-

tration of acetazolamide (Diamox, 1 g administered intrave-

nously over 5 minutes). The repeat DSC perfusion imaging was

performed after a further delay of 10 minutes to allow full

vasodilation.

Time course data were analyzed by a voxelwise fitting of a �

variate function to the contrast agent concentration–time-series

using a multivariate nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm as

described in detail elsewhere.8,9 The fitted points were limited to

the initial baseline, leading edge, and the initial portion of the

trailing edge after the peak (�4 points) to avoid contamination

from contrast recirculation. Although other methods may be

used,10 this � variate method avoids bias from the choice of the

arterial input function in the setting of CVD.11,12 The MTT was

defined as the first moment of the � variate function fitted to the

contrast agent concentration–time-series. The relative CBV was

the integral of the � variate function. Only the results for MTT are
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shown because the CBV replicated the same responses. The per-

fusion parameters (MTT, CBV) were obtained pre- and postva-

sodilation from ROIs placed in the expected gray matter of fMRI

activation in the vascular territory of each cerebral artery using the

aligned high-resolution anatomic image (Fig 1). Each ROI con-

tained at least 15 voxels and had a minimum contrast-to-noise

ratio of 5. The means and SDs of each perfusion parameter were

compared across vascular territories both before and after vaso-

dilation. For SVDd and SVDp, the mean perfusion parameters

were compared between cerebral hemispheres (4 left-right com-

parisons). For patients with MMD, the anterior vascular territo-

ries (ACA, sMCA, inferior division of the MCA) were compared

with the ipsilateral PCA territories (6 anteroposterior compari-

sons). Depending on the complexity and distribution of disease in

patients with MVD, either left-right or anterior-posterior com-

parisons were used between vascular territories with and without

proximal disease.

Two-tailed Student t tests were used to detect statistically sig-

nificant differences (P � .05) in perfusion parameters in each pair

of vascular territories in each patient, both before and after acet-

azolamide. The differences in perfusion parameters from pre-ac-

etazolamide to post-acetazolamide in the paired vascular territo-

ries were then examined for statistical significance using a second

2-tailed Student t test (P � .05).

Digital Subtraction Angiography
DSA was used to define the group (SVDd, SVDp, MVD, MMD)

for each patient. Vascular narrowing in any vessel was sufficient

for consideration to enter this study. These DSA studies were used

in all patients to classify the extent of collateral circulation in the

region distal to the compromised vessel on a 0 –3 scale by an

experienced neurointerventionalist using a previously described

grading scale,13 in which 3 represents extensive leptomeningeal

collateral circulation.

Concordance Analysis
The perfusion analysis was performed between paired vascular

territories with normal and stenotic supply vessels. Territories

labeled ��MTT showed an increasing difference in MTT be-

tween paired territories after vasodilation, conventionally im-

plying loss of HR. In contrast, ��MTT meant intact HR with-

out statistically significant increases in the difference in MTT

following vasodilation. BOLD fMRI used �BOLD to indicate

loss of BOLD contrast, implying insufficient HR to support

BOLD contrast at the global threshold in a given vascular ter-

ritory. Intact HR sufficient to support BOLD contrast was in-

dicated by �BOLD. The resultant contingency tables were ex-

amined for concordance between the 2 methods by the Fisher

exact probability test (Table). This test provided a P value (P �

.05) to indicate the risk of being wrong for rejecting the null

hypothesis that the 2 methods were equivalent. Concordance

was also examined for 2 subgroups of the MMD group showing

different scores for leptomeningeal collateral circulation (LCC

score � 2 and LCC score 3). Other groups had scores of 3 in

most vascular territories. The alternative parameter, propor-

tions of agreement (poa), was used to indicate fractional agree-

ment between methods.

Modeling
The � variate function is the functional form of the shape of the

contrast agent concentration–time curve at the capillary bed. A

voxel in tissue with no proximal vascular disease has a single AIF,

and there is no pressure differential to establish collateral circula-

tion among the different vascular territories (Fig 2, left). If critical

stenosis develops proximally in 1 vessel, its distal capillary bed

dilates to generate a pressure differential to adjacent vascular ter-

ritories to open flow through existing leptomeningeal collateral

vessels (Fig 2, right). The AIFs from these adjacent vessels are

displaced in time by the increased lengths of the collateral path-

ways. The total perfusion of the voxel distal to the stenosis is now

FIG 1. ROIs were drawn manually on anatomic T2-weighted images
coregistered with the perfusion images in each of the vascular terri-
tories in which regional BOLD activation is expected anatomically (1
and 2: right and left primary sensorimotor areas; 3 and 4: right and left
supplementary motor areas; 5 and 6: right and left primary auditory
areas; and 7 and 8: right and left primary visual areas). Voxels were
included in the ROI if they were �50% within the boundary.

Concordance for BOLD fMRI and DSC perfusion in determining loss of HR in the 4 CVD groupsa

CVD Group
Number of

Cases

Territories
Distal to
Disease

Number of
Territories

Null Hypothesis,
Fisher Exact

Proportions of
Agreement
(�95% CI)

SVDd 7 No 14 Accept (P � 1) 0.93 (0.642–0.99)
Yes 10 Accept (P � 1) 0.70 (0.35–0.89)

SVDp 9 No 9 Accept (P � 1) 0.89 (0.51–0.99)
Yes 23 Accept (P � .96) 0.91 (0.71–0.99)

MVD 10 No 20 Accept (P � 1) 0.90 (0.67–0.98)
Yes 35 Reject (P � .004) 0.77 (0.51–0.86)

MMD (LCC � 2) 8 Yes 46 Accept (P � .41) 0.46 (0.31–0.61)
MMD (LCC � 3) 6 Yes 36 Reject (P � .004) 0.72 (0.24–0.57)

a Vascular territories with stroke were excluded from comparisons.
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the sum of 3 AIFs. This combined AIF also has the form of a �

variate function but with a longer MTT due to the temporal dis-

placements of the collateral AIF. When the capillary beds are di-

lated pharmacologically, more blood flow enters the 2 normal

vessels because their capillary beds now have decreased resistance.

If the cardiac output is sufficient, the collateral leptomeningeal

circulation remains intact but with reduced flow due to the

reduced pressure differential between the normal and compro-

mised vascular territories. The result is an even longer MTT in

the territory distal to the stenotic vessel. The temporal spacing

and change in magnitudes of the delayed collateral AIF further

lengthen the MTT. This pattern may be better termed “redis-

tribution” than “steal” because the tissue in the compromised

territory may still receive adequate total flow to maintain

metabolism.

RESULTS
Representative patterns of BOLD activa-

tion for the HR assessment paradigm

and for normal perfusion MTT pre-

and postvasodilation in the primary

sensorimotor cortex for subjects with-

out CVD are shown in Fig 3. The

BOLD pattern shows activation in the

supplementary motor and primary

sensorimotor areas. The primary audi-

tory and primary visual and visual

association areas (not shown) are equally

robust. The perfusion maps without

vascular disease are reproducible pre-

and postvasodilation and symmetric

in both left-right and anteroposterior

comparisons.

All CVD cases showed prominent

collateral circulation (grade 2 or 3) doc-

umented by DSA (n � 40) and tabulated

as LCC scores in On-line Tables 1 and 2.

The MTT values for all vascular territo-

ries for every subject in all groups are

provided in On-line Tables 3 and 4. Rep-

resentative examples of concordant and nonconcordant patterns

for BOLD fMRI and provocative DSC perfusion are shown in Figs

4 and 5, respectively. The statistical parameters and confidence

intervals for concordance between the 2 methods across the 4

CVD categories in vascular territories with normal and diseased

supply vessels are shown in the Table. For the SVDd and SVDp,

the Fisher exact probability test indicated that the null hypothesis

of the 2 methods being in agreement must be accepted in both

normal and poststenotic vascular territories. However, this

null hypothesis should be rejected for the MVD and MMD

(LCC score � 3) with extensive leptomeningeal collateral cir-

culation. For vascular territories without stenosis in the MVD

group and for MMD (LCC score � 2) with less extensive lep-

tomeningeal collateral circulation, the null hypothesis also

cannot be rejected.

However, the proportions of agreement parameter offers ad-

ditional insight into these methods for assessing HR, indicating

that they are more often in agreement in vascular territories with-

out vascular disease distal to the circle of Willis (SVDd, poa �

0.93; SVDp, poa � 0.89, MVD, poa � 0.90) than when vascular

stenosis distal to the circle of Willis is present (SVDd, poa � 0.70;

MVD, poa � 0.77). The presence of vascular disease produces a

greater number of territories with compromised HR by DSC per-

fusion MR imaging than by fMRI. When the vascular disease is

limited to a unilateral internal carotid artery proximal to the circle

of Willis (SVDp), no difference in the 2 methods is detected

(territories contralateral to stenotic ICA, poa � 0.89; territo-

ries ipsilateral to stenotic ICA, poa � 0.91). Although the null

hypothesis cannot be rejected for the MMD group with less

extensive leptomeningeal disease (LCC scores � 2), agreement

between the 2 methods was low (poa � 0.46), again with per-

fusion showing increasing MTT differences in the presence of

BOLD activation.

FIG 2. Left: Contrast agent concentration–time curves (blue curves) for 3 vascular territories
(upper, middle, lower) are similar for normal vessels. No pressure differential exists between
vascular territories to open potential leptomeningeal collateral vessels (dotted red line). Right:
Stenosis (S) of the middle territory causes distal dilation, producing a pressure differential that
opens leptomeningeal collateral vessels (C) from neighboring vascular territories (upper, lower).
The contrast agent concentration–time curve of the compromised territory (middle blue curve)
becomes the sum of 3 unresolved inputs (red, yellow, and green curves) temporally displaced due
to the increased vascular path lengths from the other territories. MTT lengthens in the compro-
mised territory (temporally displaced middle blue curve compared with the upper and lower blue
curves). Pharmacologic vasodilation dilates all capillary beds, thereby decreasing the pressure
difference between normal and compromised territories to further delay collateral leptomenin-
geal flow and increase the temporal separations of the multiple AIFs to lengthen MTT but not
necessarily reflecting inadequate flow.

FIG 3. A, Normal sensorimotor activation pattern for BOLD fMRI with
the HR assessment paradigm. Areas of activation are the following: 1)
right primary sensorimotor cortex (right sMCA), 2) left primary senso-
rimotor cortex (left sMCA), and 3) left and right supplementary motor
area (left and right ACA, respectively). The color scale reflects the
continuous t value (threshold t � 3 red, t � 3 yellow) of the activa-
tion-detection statistics. B, Normal quantitative perfusion map of
MTT at the same level as A remains symmetric before and after va-
sodilation. The color scale is in seconds.
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DISCUSSION
The management of chronic CVD to avoid future stroke involves

selecting from multiple interventions that progress from lifestyle

changes to more aggressive medical management and ultimately

to neurosurgical approaches of angioplasty, stents, and vascular

reconstruction. The choice depends on the risk of future stroke

because each treatment has financial costs, compliance issues, and

potential complications.

Our clinical experience of low concordance between the 2

methods in patients with chronic CVD reflects the results of this

retrospective study using technically adequate imaging studies

(Table). Extensive collateral leptomeningeal circulation was pres-

ent anatomically in all patients, but the adequacy of such collateral

circulation in the distal tissue cannot be readily assessed angio-

graphically. Perfusion, in which greater asymmetries in MTT fol-

lowing vasodilation would conventionally be interpreted as

“steal” or loss of HR, frequently did not agree with intact BOLD

fMRI activation in the same vascular territories. Because the per-

fusion method alone is being advocated as a means for making

surgical decisions for intervention in Moyamoya disease,14 this

discrepancy must be understood.

The results summarized in the Table indicate that both meth-

ods are concordant in the absence of disease and even in the set-

ting of disease in which the circle of Willis can provide collateral

flow through short large diameter ves-

sels into the proximal cerebral arteries

(SVDp). Concordance decreases when

the cerebral arteries are compromised

distal to the circle of Willis (SCDd) when

leptomeningeal vessels must compen-

sate for reduced flow through the ste-

notic vessel, albeit with temporally

displaced arterial inputs, to supply the

vascular territory (MMD, MVD). In-

creasing leptomeningeal circulation in

MMD implies decreasing flow from cen-

tral vessels. The increased concordance

for the higher LCC-scored MMD cohort

may be attributed to less temporal dis-

placement of AIF when most flow is lep-

tomeningeal rather than from central

vessels.

The model for analysis of nondiffus-

ible contrast agents in DSC perfusion as-

sumes that all voxels have a common

global arterial input function.10-12 In

CVD, the substantial collateral pathways

are longer and smaller, so the AIF can be

displaced temporally from that of the

stenotic cerebral arteries. The multiple

temporally displaced arterial inputs from

both primary and collateral leptomenin-

geal vessels may become more exaggerated

with vasodilation. Fig 2 illustrates how

multiple temporally displaced arterial

inputs produce prolonged MTT, possi-

bly unrelated to the adequacy of supply.

Such increasing asymmetry compared

with the normal flow pattern represents redistribution—that is, a

change in the perfusion pattern not necessarily reflecting the ad-

equacy of oxygen delivery to the tissue and still having sufficient

HR to support BOLD activation.

Conversely, the perfusion parameters may be sufficiently per-

turbed at baseline to decrease sensitivity to further changes fol-

lowing vasodilation. The complexity of collateral circulation in

severe intracranial disease may make the perfusion parameters

insensitive to the metabolic demands of the tissue. This substan-

tial collateral circulation would rationalize the lower concordance

with the BOLD technique in chronic intracranial CVD.

The limitations of this study are the small number of subjects

in each group because of the strict selection criteria. Patients with

CVD do not appear to tolerate extended MR imaging studies

without head motion. Although the fMRI paradigm robustly pro-

duces BOLD contrast in well-established cortical locations of each

cerebral artery, it remains sensitive to head motion easily recog-

nized as falsely positive BOLD activation along high-contrast

CSF-tissue margins of the image rather than at expected locations.

This problem was eliminated from this study cohort by the selec-

tion criteria. Vascular territories with areas of encephalomalacic

changes from previous strokes or hemorrhage do not show acti-

vation, but such vascular territories were excluded from this anal-

FIG 4. Representative patient with MMD showing concordance. A, BOLD fMRI shows activation
in the right (1) but not the left primary sensorimotor area or supplementary motor areas bilater-
ally. The task was performed correctly because bilateral cerebellar motor and visual activations
were present (not shown). B, Quantitative MTT maps through the same level as in A before (left)
and after (right) vasodilation. The lengthening of the MTT values after vasodilation would nor-
mally be interpreted as loss of HR. The color scale is same as in Fig 3.

FIG 5. Representative patient with single-vessel disease with unilateral intracranial right internal
carotid artery stenosis showing lack of concordance. A, BOLD fMRI activation is intact bilaterally
in the primary sensorimotor cortex (1 and 2) and supplementary motor cortex (3) as were auditory
and visual cortex activations (not shown). B, MTT maps through the sensorimotor cortex show
increasing MTT asymmetry from before (left) to after vasodilation (right), conventionally inter-
preted as loss of HR. The color scale is same as in Fig 3.
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ysis by the selection criteria. The statistical threshold for activa-

tion was arbitrarily selected to minimize such false-positive

activation in white matter. Activation was considered present

only when colocalized to the specific cortical pattern established

in healthy subjects. Any asymmetry in activation was ignored. The

BOLD technique has the additional disadvantage of being a re-

gional measure that may miss smaller regions of compromised

perfusion away from the areas of activation. This limitation did

not affect these results because concordance was measured in

the same areas of eloquent cortex. The role of global neurovas-

cular reactivity with a hypercapnia challenge may be a means to

generalize the task-based fMRI regional response into a global

response.15

CONCLUSIONS
The low concordance between BOLD fMRI and provocative per-

fusion MR imaging for detecting HR compromise in potentially

compromised vascular territories of patients with chronic CVD

can be rationalized by the complex arterial supply provided by the

leptomeningeal collateral circulation that results in temporally

displaced multiple arterial inputs. Care is advised when using the

perfusion methodology alone to manage patients with complex

CVD.
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